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We consider queueing systems in which customers arrive according to a Poisson process and have exponentially distributed
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1. Introduction
Customers in queueing systems are typically impatient and
may leave without obtaining service. A canonical example
of such a system is a call center, where customers regularly
hang up when they feel that they have waited long enough.
This phenomenon of abandonments needs to be carefully
incorporated into capacity-planning decisions in such sys-
tems, and this has motivated significant research in recent
years. (See Gans et al. 2003 and Aksin et al. 2007 for a
survey of such research in call centers.)
This paper addresses the classical management problem

of selecting capacity in a queueing system with impatient
customers. This capacity selection is to balance the cost
of personnel (capacity) on the one hand, and customer-
related costs on the other hand. The customer-related costs
in such systems are twofold: there are costs associated with
customer delays and also with customers who abandon,
i.e., leave the system without obtaining service. This is a
complex problem that is not amenable to exact optimiza-
tion. The goal of this paper is to develop simple capac-
ity prescriptions that are “extremely” accurate and study
the impact of customer patience distribution on the firm’s
capacity decision.
We use approximations of the underlying system that

treat incoming work as “fluid” that arrives at a constant
rate and is processed deterministically with the installed

capacity. These fluid approximations utilize only key char-
acteristics of the arrival process, and the service and
patience distributions. In particular, only the mean arrival
rate and service time are utilized. However, these do require
the entire patience distribution when the arrival rate exceeds
the capacity of the system (this is referred to as the over-
loaded regime).
Extant literature that analyzes queueing systems with

large arrival rates suggests that such fluid approximations
should have an accuracy gap that increases with the arrival
rate. The basis for this observation is the fact that the fluid
model is derived by applying the strong law of large num-
bers and that it ignores the stochastic fluctuations suggested
by the central limit theorem, which are on the order of the
square root of the system scale. These observations have
been made for critically loaded systems, which have an
offered load approximately equal to 1. In the overloaded
regime, we find that the stochastic fluctuations ignored by
the fluid model are better characterized by the large devi-
ations theory rather than the central limit theorem, which
leads to considerably better performance of the fluid pre-
scription. In this case, we prove that the accuracy gap of the
fluid approximations for the expected steady-state queue
length and the net rate of customer abandonments does not
increase with the arrival rate. This O�1�-accuracy is par-
ticularly surprising as the performance metrics themselves
increase with the arrival rate. Further, the accuracy gap of
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the fluid approximation for the net rate of customer aban-
donment decreases with the arrival rate.
Using these “extremely accurate” fluid approximations,

we compute the capacity level that best balances the trade-
off between the customer-related and capacity costs. We
find that the key element of the customer patience distri-
bution in determining the firm’s capacity is its hazard rate.
In fact, our capacity prescription is obtained by equating
this hazard rate to a function of the cost parameters. For
patience distributions with increasing hazard rates (and for
the exponential distribution), we prove that it is asymp-
totically optimal for the firm to operate in the critically
loaded regime with capacity installed approximately equal
to the customer arrival rate. This formally provides sup-
port to the extensive performance analysis of this regime
undertaken in the literature. However, when the patience
distribution has a decreasing hazard rate, the firm benefits
from reducing its capacity and operating in the overloaded
regime. In this case, using the O�1�-accuracy of the fluid,
we find that our simple fluid-based capacity prescription is
in fact O�1�-optimal—the optimality gap of our prescrip-
tion remains bounded with the arrival rate, even though the
actual cost increases with the arrival rate.

1.1. Relevant Literature

A large body of literature has analyzed queueing systems
with impatient customers. (See Boxma and de Waal 1994
for an overview of such models.) However, system design
in the presence of abandoning customers is fairly recent.
Garnett et al. (2002) is among the first to analyze systems
with exponential patience distributions and uses the many-
server asymptotic analysis introduced in Halfin and Whitt
(1981) to study multiserver systems.
In this paper, we use the exact expressions for ex-

pected queue length and abandonment rate derived for
M/M/n + G systems in Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2005)
(which are based on work by Baccelli and Hebuterne
1981). We use these expressions to derive the fluid-based
approximations and to study their accuracy. These fluid
approximations are also derived in Mandelbaum and Zeltyn
(2005) and (in a discrete-time framework) in Whitt (2006).
However, our contribution is that we explicitly prove that
these approximations are O�1�-accurate in the overloaded
regime under some regularity assumptions on the customer
patience distribution.
Our work relates to extant literature on capacity plan-

ning, including Maglaras and Zeevi (2003) and Borst
et al. (2004), which study the optimal economic regime
in systems without abandonments; and Harrison and Zeevi
(2005) and Bassamboo et al. (2006, 2010), which study
optimal capacity sizing in systems with parameter uncer-
tainty (see Gans et al. 2003 and Aksin et al. 2007 for
additional references). Our work also relates to Mandel-
baum and Zeltyn (2009), which studies staffing in a system

operating in a many-server configuration with general cus-
tomer patience distributions with the objective of satis-
fying a quality-of-service constraint. Although this is a
related problem, we focus on identifying the optimal eco-
nomic regime when the objective is to minimize system
costs rather than to meet a constraint. Another related
paper is Ward and Glynn (2005), which studies a system
operating in a single-server configuration with generally
distributed interarrival and service requirements in addi-
tion to generally distributed patience times. In that paper,
the authors study diffusion-based approximations for the
expected steady-state queue length and net abandonment
rate, and these can be used to refine our prescriptions in
the single-server configuration.

1.2. Organization of the Paper

The next section begins with a description of the basic
system model and the capacity-sizing problem. Section 3
then discusses the fluid approximations for the two per-
formance measures of interest: expected steady-state queue
length and net customer abandonment rate. We show that
under some regularity conditions for the customer patience
distribution, we obtain O�1�-accuracy of the fluid approxi-
mations. In §4, we use these fluid approximations to solve
the capacity-sizing problem. We show that if the hazard rate
of the patience distribution is decreasing (along with some
regularity conditions), the fluid-based prescription yields an
optimality gap that does not increase with the system size.
In §5 we consider the single-server configuration, in which
the capacity sizing involves selecting the service rate of the
server. We show that this capacity-sizing problem is similar
to that for the many-server configuration and that analo-
gous results hold. We conclude in §6 by discussing the key
findings of the paper and future research. All proofs are
relegated to the appendices.

2. Model
We consider a system in which customers arrive according
to a Poisson process with rate � and have service require-
ments that are independent and exponentially distributed
with unit mean. The customers are served in the order that
they arrive to the system, and they wait in a queue if all
servers are busy when they arrive. The customers are impa-
tient and abandon the system after a random amount of time
(which we refer to as their patience time), if their service
has not commenced. This patience time is independent and
identically distributed across customers, and we denote its
distribution by G and the corresponding density function
by g.
The system manager’s objective is to select a capacity

level to minimize the system cost, which is the sum of the
capacity costs and customer-related costs. We consider two
customer-related costs: (1) a delay cost of h incurred per
customer per unit of time spent waiting for a server, and
(2) a penalty cost of p incurred for each customer who
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abandons the queue (does not obtain service). We consider
two system configurations: (1) a many-server configuration
with multiple servers, each operating at the fixed rate �,
and (2) a single-server configuration with a single server.
In the many-server configuration, the capacity decision is
to select the number of servers (each working at the fixed
rate �), whereas in the single-server configuration it is to
select the service rate of the single server. We focus for
the most part on the many-server configuration. The results
for the single-server configuration are analogous and are
discussed in §5.
Considering the many-server configuration, we denote

the cost per server by c, the steady-state queue length
and the net customer abandonment rate as a function of
the number of servers n and the arrival rate � by Q��n�
and ���n�, respectively. Thus, the optimization problem is
given by

min
n∈�+

����n� 	= cn + p���n� + hƐQ��n�
� (1)

For this M/M/n + G system, Mandelbaum and Zeltyn
(2005) derive exact expressions for the expected queue
length and net abandonment rate (we reproduce the expres-
sions in Appendix A). However, these expressions are fairly
complicated and are not amenable to exact analysis. Instead,
we use the fluid approximations for these performance mea-
sures to derive near-optimal prescriptions. These prescrip-
tions are easy to derive and, as we will demonstrate, are
extremely accurate. We will formally characterize the opti-
mality gap of these prescriptions. To do so, we first study
the fluid approximations for the expected steady-state queue
length and the net abandonment rate and their accuracy, set-
ting aside the capacity decision. Then, in §4, we formally
consider the capacity-sizing problem and discuss the pre-
scriptions that one obtains using the fluid approximation and
their performance.

3. The Fluid Approximation
In this section, we study the fluid approximations for the
expected steady-state queue length and the net abandonment
rate. To do so, we study the system as the customer arrival
rate � increases without bound and the processing capacity
of the system also increases proportional to �. That is, we fix
the offered load at � > 0 so that the number of servers in a
system with arrival rate � is n� = �/�. (Note that the service
and patience distributions do not scale with �.) Section 4
proves that such a regime is indeed asymptotically optimal
for high customer arrival rates. (The optimality gap will also
be characterized there.) The single-server case is treated in
§5. (In that case, we have n = 1, and the capacity of the
single server increases with � as �� = �/�.)
Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2005) derives the fluid approx-

imations for the expected steady-state queue length (ƐQ�)
and net abandonment rate (��). (For convenience we
remove the explicit dependence of the performance mea-
sures on the number of servers.) Our focus will be to char-
acterize the accuracy of these approximations. For this, it

will be useful to understand the fluid approximation; there-
fore, we begin by providing an intuitive derivation of the
fluid estimates. First, consider the net abandonment rate. In
the underlying fluid model of the system, customers arrive
at the fixed rate � and get processed deterministically at the
rate n��. Thus, the net rate of abandonments considering
the rate balance should equal �� − n���+. That is,

�� ≈ �� − n���+ = ��1− 1/��+�

Thus, the approximate fraction of abandonments is
�1− 1/��+. Denoting the mean waiting time in the queue
by �w, we expect customers to abandon if their time to
abandon is less than �w. That is, the fraction of customers
abandoning equals G� �w�, which gives us the following char-
acterization of the mean waiting time:

G� �w� =
(
1− 1

�

)+
� (2)

To characterize the queue length, let us consider the cus-
tomers in the queue. In this fluid model, the number of
customers whose current time in the queue lies in the inter-
val w�w+dw� for w < �w equals � �G�w�dw. (This relation
holds as the number of customers arriving in the dw inter-
val is �dw, and G�w� fraction of these customers would
have abandoned.) Summing up all these customers gives us
the approximation

ƐQ� ≈ �
∫ �w

0

�G�w�dw� (3)

For convenience, we denote q̄ = ∫ �w
0

�G�w�dw. The fol-
lowing proposition then makes the fluid characterization
precise:

Proposition 1 (Mandelbaum and Zeltyn 2005, The-

orem 6.1). As � increases without bound, we obtain
ƐQ�/� → ∫ �w

0
�G�w�dw = q̄, where �w is given in (2) and

��/� → �1− 1/��+.

This result implies that we can approximate ƐQ� ≈ �q̄
and �� ≈ ��1−1/��+. Note that this approximation is also
consistent with Whitt (2006), which develops fluid approx-
imations for GI/GI/n + G systems.
We next focus on the error in these approximations. It

will be convenient to make the following assumption on
the density of the customer patience distribution g:

Assumption 1. For �w that solves (2), there exists some
� > 0 such that the density of the patience distribution
g is strictly positive and continuously differentiable on
 �w − �� �w + ��.

Note that an implication of this assumption is that it
ensures that (2) has a unique solution.
For expositional ease, it will be useful to define the

following convention. For any two real-valued nonneg-
ative functions f � g, we say that (1) f ��� = O�g����
if there exists a positive finite constant K such that
f ��� � Kg��� for all � > 0, (2) f ��� = o�g���� if
lim sup�→� f ���/g��� = 0, and (3) f ��� = ��g���� if
there exist positive finite constants K1�K2 such that
K1g���� f ����K2g��� for all � > 0.
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Table 1. Comparison of the fluid approximation for the expected steady-state queue-length �q̄ with the actual value ƐQ�

computed using exact formulas for exponential, Pareto, and hyperexponential patience distributions.

� = 1�1 � = 1�2 � = 1�5

� ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄ ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄ ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄

Exponential distribution

25 3�30 2�27 1�03 4�69 4�17 0�52 8�40 8�33 0�07
50 5�62 4�55 1�07 8�71 8�33 0�37 16�68 16�67 0�01
100 10�04 9�09 0�94 16�84 16�67 0�17 33�33 33�33 4�42× 10−4

200 18�81 18�18 0�62 33�37 33�33 0�03 66�67 66�67 6�25× 10−7

Pareto distribution

25 1�99 1�16 0�82 2�76 2�18 0�58 4�91 4�59 0�32
50 3�26 2�33 0�93 4�91 4�36 0�56 9�45 9�18 0�28
100 5�61 4�65 0�96 9�17 8�71 0�46 18�60 18�35 0�25
200 10�16 9�31 0�85 17�76 17�43 0�34 36�95 36�70 0�25

Hyperexponential distribution

25 1�68 0�93 0�75 2�33 1�75 0�59 4�17 3�72 0�45
50 2�72 1�86 0�85 4�07 3�49 0�58 7�86 7�44 0�42

100 4�62 3�72 0�90 7�49 6�98 0�51 15�27 14�87 0�40
200 8�28 7�45 0�83 14�36 13�96 0�40 30�14 29�74 0�39

Note. The approximation error does not increase with the customer arrival rate (system size).

3.1. Accuracy of the Fluid Approximation for the
Expected Queue Length

We begin by conducting a numerical study to examine
the error in the fluid approximation. We consider three
patience distributions with unit mean: (1) exponential dis-
tribution; (2) Pareto distribution with shape parameter 2—
i.e., �G�x� = 1/�1+ x�2 for x � 0; and (3) hyperexponen-
tial distribution that is distributed as exponential with mean
1/4 with probability 4/7, and exponential with mean 2 with
probability 3/7. We set the service distribution to be a
unit mean exponential distribution and the capacity of each
server � = 1. Table 1 displays the numerically computed
expected steady-state queue length using the formulas in
Appendix A, the fluid approximation �q̄, and the error
in the fluid approximation �ƐQ� − �q̄� for different values
of arrival rate � and offered load �. Observe that as the
arrival rate increases, the error of the approximation does
not increase. In fact, the maximum error observed is 1�07.
Note that as the offered load � increases, the accuracy of
the prescription improves further. The performance of the
approximation for the exponential distribution is even bet-
ter. As the arrival rate increases, the error in the approxi-
mation seems to decrease.
These observations are in stark contrast to the fact that

the error in fluid approximations typically increases with
the arrival rate. In fact, if we focus on the critically loaded
case � = 1, then we do obtain an error that is propor-
tional to the square root of the arrival rate. Table 2 displays
the results for this case. Here, the fluid approximation is
precisely zero, and hence the error in the approximation
is equal to the expected queue length. For this critically
loaded setting, we can further refine the fluid approxima-
tion (which is based on functional strong law) using the

functional central limit theorem, which measures deviations
on the square root level (see Garnett et al. 2002 for details).
Thus, the gap between the actual performance and fluid
approximation grows as the square root of the system size.
However, when the system is overloaded with � > 1, the
fluid approximation is nontrivial, and in this setting the
deviations are better explained using large deviations theory
rather than the central limit theorem.
To understand this result for the overloaded regime, con-

sider the exponential patience distribution with unit mean,
and set � = 1. In this case, the number of customers in
the system in steady state has a Poisson distribution with
mean �. (Because the mean patience and service times are
identical, the number of customers in the system is identical
to that in an M/M/� queue with arrival rate � and unit

Table 2. The expected steady-state queue-length ƐQ�

computed using exact formulas for
exponential, Pareto, and hyperexponential
patience distributions for the critically loaded
case with � = 1.

� = 1

Exponential Pareto Hyperexponential

� ƐQ� ƐQ� ƐQ�

25 1�99 1�25 1�06
50 2�82 1�73 1�47

100 3�99 2�42 2�04
200 5�64 3�39 2�85

Notes. The fluid approximation is zero in this case, and thus the
accuracy error equals ƐQ�. The approximation error increases pro-
portional to the square root of the arrival rate �.
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service rate.) Thus, we have

ƐQ� = ƐPoisson��� − n��+�

where Poisson��� is a Poisson random variable with
mean �. For large �, we can approximate the Poisson dis-
tribution by a normal distribution with mean � and standard
deviation

√
� to obtain

ƐQ� ≈ ƐNormal����� − n��+

= �� − n��+ + K1

√
� exp�−K2�� − n��2�

= ��1− 1/��+ + K1

√
� exp�−K2�

2�1− 1/��2��

for some finite positive constants K1 and K2. If the number
of servers is such that � = 1, then we obtain

ƐQ� ≈ K1

√
��

and the error in the fluid approximation increases with sys-
tem size. If the number of servers is such that � > 1, then
the expected queue length is

ƐQ� ≈ ��1− 1/��+ + o�1��

Thus, in this case, the error in the fluid approximation does
not increase with system size. The following result formal-
izes this intuition and proves that if Assumption 1 holds, the
fluid approximation is accurate up to a constant. (The expo-
nential patience distribution leads to an even better perfor-
mance of the fluid approximation, and this is described in
Proposition 2.)

Theorem 1 (O�1�-Accuracy). If the system is overloaded
(� > 1) and Assumption 1 holds, then the fluid approxima-
tion for the expected queue length is accurate up to O�1�.
That is,

�ƐQ� − �q̄��C

for some finite constant C > 0 and all � > 0.

This result says that if the density of the patience dis-
tribution possesses some regularity conditions in the vicin-
ity of �w, then the fluid approximation is O�1�-accurate,
i.e., the approximation error does not grow with system
size. This is in contrast with the critically loaded case of
� = 1, for which, even when Assumption 1 holds, the fluid
approximation is accurate only up to O�

√
��. In fact, if

further regularity conditions hold, we can get even better
performance for the overloaded regime. On the other hand,
if Assumption 1 does not hold, we can obtain errors that
increase with system size even for the overloaded regime.
The following discussion provides an illustration of such
extremely accurate and poor performances.

An Example of Approximation Error Decreasing with
System Size. Theorem 1 proves that the fluid approxi-
mation has an O�1� error for patience distributions that

satisfy Assumption 1. The following result proves that
for the exponential patience distribution, the approxima-
tion is accurate up to o�1�, i.e., the error decreases in the
arrival rate.

Proposition 2 (o�1�-Accuracy of the Fluid Approx-

imation). If the patience distribution is exponential, the
error in the fluid approximation decreases as the system
size increases, that is, �ƐQ� − �q̄� → 0 as � → �.

Examples of Arbitrarily High Approximation Error.
We now identify cases in which the approximation is not
very accurate. In particular, if the patience distribution is
not well behaved in the vicinity of �w, the fluid prescrip-
tion may not be very accurate. The accuracy of the fluid
approximation depends on the rate of convergence of the
expected queue length to the fluid limit (given by (3)).
In fact, for continuous distributions, we can rewrite (2) as
�w = G−1�1−1/��. Note that the actual (exact) offered wait
also involves computing the inverse of the patience distri-
bution. Therefore, the accuracy of the fluid approximation
is related to the precision with which this inverse can be
calculated in the vicinity of G� �w�. This precision is related
to the difference G�x�−G� �w� for x in the vicinity of �w. In
particular, the higher this gap, the closer �w is to the exact
offered wait, and thus the faster the convergence.
Using a Taylor’s series expansion, and assuming suffi-

cient differentiability of G, we obtain

G�x� − G� �w� ≈ g� �w��x − �w� +
n∑

i=2

g�i�� �w��x − �w�i

i!

+ g�n+1����x��
�x − �w�n+1

�n + 1�!
for ��x� between x and �w, where g�k� denotes the kth

derivative of g. For g� �w� > 0 (as required by Assump-
tion 1), this gap is linear. However, if g� �w� = 0, and if
higher derivatives of the density are zero at �w as well, this
gap decreases, and thus reduces the rate of convergence
and the accuracy of the fluid approximation. The following
example demonstrates that this phenomenon can lead to the
arbitrarily poor accuracy of ���1−�� for arbitrarily small
� > 0.

Proposition 3 (���1−��-Accuracy of Fluid Approxima-

tion). For the patience distribution with density g�x� = 1
for x < 1/2, g�x� = 2m�m + 1��x − 1/2�m for 1/2� x � 1
and m > 0, and g�x� = 0 for x > 1, when � = 2, the error
in the fluid approximation �ƐQ� − �q̄� = ����m+1�/�m+2��.
That is, for any 0 < � < 1/2, there exists m > 0 such that
the error in the fluid approximation for this patience dis-
tribution is ���1−��.

A similar observation has been made for the critically
loaded regime in Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2005, Internet
Supplement, Theorem 6.2).
To conclude the discussion on the accuracy of the fluid

approximation for the queue length, we would like to point
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out that although it may seem that the fluid approximation
is a lower bound for ƐQ� (as per observations in Table 1),
this is not true in general, as demonstrated in the following
remark.

Remark 1 (Fluid Approximation Is Not Always a

Lower Bound for the Expected Queue Length). In
many systems, the fluid model provides a lower bound to
the system’s performance. For instance, in queueing sys-
tems without abandonments, the fluid limit for the expected
queue length equals zero; see Whitt (2002). However, in
the M/M/n + G system the fluid approximation �q̄ need
not be a lower bound for the expected queue length. This is
demonstrated in Table 3, where the expected queue length
is smaller than the fluid approximation for the Erlang dis-
tribution. This observation is consistent with the simulation
results in Whitt (2006).

3.2. Accuracy of the Fluid Approximation for the
Net Rate of Abandonment

We now turn to the fluid approximation for the net rate
of customer abandonment, which is given by ��1− 1/��.
The following result proves that this approximation is even
more accurate than that for the expected steady-state queue
length. In fact, this approximation is accurate up to o�1�,
and its error decreases with the arrival rate.

Theorem 2. If the system is overloaded with � > 1, then
the fluid approximation for the net rate of customer aban-
donment is accurate up to o�1�. In particular,

��1− 1/��� �� � ��1− 1/�� + C1e
−C2�

for finite constants C1�C2 > 0.

The results show that the fluid approximation is ex-
tremely accurate for the net rate of customer abandonment.
In fact, the error decays exponentially in the arrival rate.
Note that the only regularity condition that is needed for
this result to hold is that the patience distribution has a
density.
Table 4 numerically demonstrates the accuracy of the

fluid approximations for the cases described in §3.1. We see
that these approximations are indeed very accurate when
the offered load exceeds 1.
We end this section by making two observations.

Table 3. Accuracy of the fluid approximation for the Erlang patience distribution with mean 1 and shape parameter 2.

� = 1�1 � = 1�2 � = 1�5

� ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄ ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄ ƐQ� �q̄ ƐQ� − �q̄

Erlang distribution
25 5�78 6�07 −0�29 7�93 8�57 −0�64 12�45 12�86 −0�41
50 11�16 12�14 −0�98 16�15 17�13 −0�98 25�32 25�72 −0�40
100 22�51 24�29 −1�78 33�19 34�26 −1�07 51�07 51�44 −0�37
200 46�36 48�58 −2�22 67�52 68�53 −1�01 102�51 102�88 −0�36

Note. The fluid approximation is not a lower bound for the expected queue length.

Remark 2. The fluid approximation for the net abandon-
ment rate indeed serves as a lower bound. This is intuitive
because ��1− 1/�� measures the net rate of abandonment
when the servers work all the time, and thus, accounting
for idle time, the actual number will only be greater. This
should be contrasted with our observation in Remark 1,
where we noted that the fluid approximation is not nec-
essarily a lower bound for the expected queue length. In
the latter case, due to abandonments, the queue length may
increase or decrease when one accounts for the idle time.

Remark 3 (Special Properties of M/M/n + M Sys-

tems). When the patience distribution is exponential, the
expected queue length can be expressed in terms of the
net rate of customer abandonment. In particular, we have
�� = �ƐQ�, where 1/� is the mean patience time. Com-
bining this observation with Theorem 2, we obtain that the
fluid approximation for the expected queue length in these
systems (1) is a lower bound and (2) has an accuracy of
o�1� (the error in fact decreases exponentially fast). How-
ever, these properties need not hold for general patience
distributions, as noted earlier.

4. Capacity Sizing to Minimize Costs
In this section, we use the fluid approximations from
the previous section to develop a near-optimal solution
to the capacity-sizing problem. We first use the approxi-
mation to obtain a capacity prescription. Then, we study
the optimality gap for the fluid-based prescription. Recall
that the objective is to choose a capacity level that mini-
mizes the sum of personnel cost and customer-related cost.
Thus, the optimization problem is

min
n∈�+

����n� = cn + p���n� + hƐQ��n�
� (4)

We denote the optimal solution to this problem by ��
�. We

use the fluid approximations for these performance metrics
derived in the previous section. For convenience and to rule
out pathological cases, we make the following assumption
in this section, which encompasses Assumption 1:

Assumption 2. The density of the patience distribution g
is differentiable and strictly positive on 0���.

We first derive the fluid-based prescription, and then
we discuss its optimality gap. To compute the prescrip-
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Table 4. Comparison of the fluid approximation for the net rate of abandonment ��̄ = ��1− 1/�� with the actual value
�� computed using exact formulas for exponential, Pareto, and hyperexponential patience distributions; the
fluid approximation is identical for all distributions.

� = 1�1 � = 1�2 � = 1�5

� �� ��̄ �� − ��̄ �� ��̄ �� − ��̄ �� ��̄ �� − ��̄

Exponential distribution
25 3�30 2�27 1�03 4�69 4�17 0�52 8�40 8�33 0�07
50 5�62 4�55 1�07 8�71 8�33 0�37 16�68 16�67 0�01
100 10�04 9�09 0�94 16�84 16�67 0�17 33�33 33�33 4�4× 10−4

200 18�81 18�18 0�62 33�37 33�33 0�03 66�67 66�67 6�3× 10−7

Pareto distribution
25 3�61 2�27 1�34 4�96 4�17 0�79 8�52 8�33 0�18
50 6�06 4�55 1�51 9�03 8�33 0�69 16�74 16�67 0�07
100 10�61 9�09 1�52 17�13 16�67 0�46 33�34 33�33 0�01
200 19�46 18�18 1�27 33�53 33�33 0�19 66�67 66�67 2�8× 10−4

Hyperexponential distribution
25 3�71 2�27 1�44 5�05 4�17 0�88 8�56 8�33 0�23
50 6�21 4�55 1�66 9�15 8�33 0�81 16�77 16�67 0�10
100 10�82 9�09 1�73 17�26 16�67 0�59 33�36 33�33 0�02
200 19�71 18�18 1�52 33�62 33�33 0�29 66�67 66�67 1�1× 10−3

Note. The approximation error decreases with the customer arrival rate �.

tion, as in the previous section, we set the capacity
level to n� = �/��, where � > 0 is the offered load
(which does not depend on �). Then, we obtain ���n�� ≈
�−n���+ and ƐQ��n�� ≈ �q̄ = �

∫ �w
0

�G�u�du, where �w =
G−1��1 − n��/��+� = G−1��1 − 1/��+�. This leads us to
the following optimization problem for the underlying fluid
model:

min
n∈�+

cn+p�−n��++h�
∫ �w

0

�G�u�du (5)

=�min
��0

{
c

��
+p

[
1− 1

�

]+
+h

∫ G−1��1−1/��+�

0

�G�u�du

}
� (6)

We denote an optimizer of (6) by ��. It is easy to see that
�� � 1 because when �� = 1, the queueing and abandon-
ment costs are zero, and thus increasing the capacity further
(which is equivalent to decreasing �) will only increase
the capacity cost without lowering customer-related costs.
Thus, the optimization problem reduces to

min
��1

c

��
+ p�1− 1/�� + h

∫ G−1�1−1/��

0

�G�u�du� (7)

To obtain a simpler form, we will equivalently optimize
on the parameter w = G−1�1− 1/�� to obtain

min
w�0

{
	��w� 	= p +

(
c

�
− p

)
�G�w� + h

∫ w

0

�G�u�du

}
� (8)

As the fluid model provides an accurate approximation of
the actual performance metrics, we expect the correspond-
ing prescription to perform quite well. This is formalized
in the following result.

Theorem 3. If Assumption 2 holds and (8) has a unique
solution w�, then

1. The capacity level n�
� = � �G�w��/� is asymptotically

optimal in the sense that

��
�

���n�
��

→ 1�as � → ��

2. Further, if w� > 0, i.e., n�
� < �/�—then the capacity

level �� is O�1�-optimal, i.e.,

���n�
�����

� + C

for some constant C > 0 and all � > 0.

Note that if (8) has multiple optima, then the optimality
gap will be O�1� if all the minimizers are strictly positive.

Characterizing the Fluid-Based Prescription. We
now take a closer look at the optimization problem (8) to
identify the optimizer w�. Note that we have

	�′�w� = h �G�w�

[
1− c/� − p

h
ha�w�

]
� (9)

where ha is the hazard rate function, and the first-order
optimality condition is given by:

ha�w� = g�w�

�G�w�
= h

c/� − p
� (10)

Thus, the optimal solution w� either solves (10) or is a
corner solution, i.e., w� = 0 or �. The case w� = 0 corre-
sponds to the critically loaded regime with capacity equal
to the arrival rate. The case w� > 0 corresponds on the
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overloaded regime where the capacity is set lower than
the arrival rate. Note that the case w� = � corresponds
to the trivial case in which the customers have an infinite
offered wait, or equivalently there is zero investment in
capacity. We next provide sufficient conditions for the over-
loaded and critically loaded regime to be asymptotically
optimal.

Asymptotic Optimality of the Overloaded Regime.
For patience distributions with monotone decreasing haz-
ard rates, using (9), we note that 	� is quasi-convex. This
implies that if there is a strictly positive solution w� to (10),
then 	� is minimized at w�. Thus, we obtain a sufficient
condition for the asymptotic optimality of the overloaded
regime.

Proposition 4. If Assumption 2 holds, the hazard rate of
the customer patience distribution is monotone decreas-
ing, and there exists a solution w� > 0 to (10); then the
overloaded regime with capacity n�

� = � �G�w��/� is O�1�-
optimal. That is, ���n�

�����
� +C for some constant C > 0

and all � > 0.

This proposition covers patience distributions such as
the Weibull distribution with shape parameter less than
one, and the Pareto distribution. As an illustration, let us
consider the Pareto distribution with �G�x� = 1/�1+ x�2

for x � 0. The hazard rate of this distribution ha�x� =
2/�1+ x� is decreasing. If the problem parameters are such
that h/�c/� − p� < 2, then the unique solution to (10) is
w� = 2��c/� − p�/h� − 1. Thus, applying Proposition 4,
we obtain that the capacity prescription n�

� = � �G�w��/� is
O�1�-optimal.

Asymptotic Optimality of the Critically Loaded
Regime. Analogous to the previous case, we note that
	� is quasi-concave for patience distributions with mono-
tone increasing hazard rates. Thus, for such distributions,
the optimization problem (8) has a corner solution. Alter-
natively, if capacity costs are sufficiently low, one expects
the fluid problem to prescribe ample capacity so that w� is
zero. The following result formalizes these findings into
sufficient conditions for the critically loaded regime to be
asymptotically optimal.

Proposition 5. If Assumption 2 and either of the following
conditions holds, then we have the following:
(a) the hazard rate of the patience distribution is mono-

tone increasing and c/� < p + h/�;
(b) capacity is sufficiently inexpensive, c/� < p,

then the critically loaded regime with capacity n�
� =

�/� is asymptotically optimal. That is, ��
�/���n�

�� → 1�
as � → �.

Thus, the critically loaded regime is asymptotically opti-
mal for patience distributions with increasing hazard rates
such as the normal and uniform distributions. The expo-
nential distribution is a special case with a constant hazard

rate. However, in this case it is easy to see that the opti-
mal solution is critically loaded, and the fluid prescription
would have an optimality gap that increases with the arrival
rate. It is interesting to note that if there is high uncertainty
in the arrival rate at the time of capacity selection, then
Bassamboo et al. (2010) demonstrate that the correspond-
ing fluid prescription results in O�1�-optimality.
We next use a numerical study to demonstrate the accu-

racy of the fluid prescription.

4.1. A Numerical Study

We consider systems with arrival rates � = 25�50�100�
and 200, service rate � = 1, and mean patience time
1/� = 1. The cost parameters are as follows: the cost of
a server c = 1 per server per unit time; holding cost h =
1 per customer per unit time; and penalty cost p = 0�45
per abandoned customer. For the patience distributions, we
consider the same three unit mean distributions that we
considered in §3.1: (1) M�1�: exponential distribution; (2)
Pareto(2): Pareto distribution with shape parameter 2, i.e.,
�G�x� = 1/�1+ x�2 for x � 0; and (3) H2�1�: a hyperexpo-
nential distribution that is distributed as exponential with
mean 1/4 with probability 4/7, and exponential with mean
2 with probability 3/7.
For each patience distribution, we compute the fluid

prescription by solving (8) and setting the capacity n̄� =
�G�w���/�. We then compare the performance of this pre-
scription with the numerically computed optimal values.
The results are displayed in Table 5. For the exponen-
tial distribution, the fluid prescription sets the offered load
�� = 1; for the Pareto distribution, it sets the offered load
�� = 1�2; whereas for the hyperexponential distribution,
it prescribes �� = 1�67. Thus, noting that Assumption 1
holds for the Pareto and hyperexponential distributions,
we obtain O�1�-optimality of these prescriptions. Indeed,
we observe that the optimality gap of the prescription in
absolute terms does not increase with the arrival rate for
these distributions (see Table 5). For the exponential distri-
bution, the optimality gap does grow with the system size
(proportional to

√
�); however, even in this case the error

as a fraction of the true cost is not significant. Thus, Table 5
demonstrates that when the fluid prescription leads to an
overloaded regime, its performance is excellent, and even
when the prescription leads to the critically loaded regime,
the performance is very good.

5. The Single-Server Configuration
In this section, we discuss the capacity-sizing problem
when the system operates in a single-server configuration.
As before, we first consider the fluid approximations for the
performance measures. For this, we study the system as
the arrival rate increases without bound and the capacity of
the server �� increases with the arrival rate � as �� = �/�
for fixed offered load � > 0. It is easy to see that the under-
lying fluid model for the single-server configuration is the
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Table 5. Performance of the fluid prescription
compared with the numerically computed
optimal.

Arrival Optimality
rate Optimal Prescription gap

Percentage
� Capacity Cost Capacity Cost Absolute (%)

Exponential distribution
25 22 27�51 25 27�88 0�37 1�34
50 46 53�57 50 54�08 0�51 0�95
100 95 105�07 100 105�78 0�71 0�67
200 193 207�19 200 208�18 0�99 0�48

Pareto distribution
25 17 25�41 20 25�67 0�26 1�02
50 36 50�26 41 50�55 0�29 0�58

100 76 99�97 82 100�12 0�16 0�15
200 160 199�43 165 199�48 0�05 0�03

Hyperexponential distribution
25 15 24�63 15 24�63 0 0
50 31 48�68 30 48�69 0�01 0�02

100 62 96�87 61 96�88 0�01 0�01
200 124 193�31 122 193�32 0�01 0�004

Notes. For the exponential distribution, although the error is theo-
retically increasing with system size, the performance is still very
good. For the Pareto and hyperexponential distributions, the results
demonstrate the O�1�-optimality proved in Theorem 3.

same as that for the many-server configuration. That is,
the net rate of customer abandonment �� ≈ ��1 − 1/��+,
and the expected steady-state queue length ƐQ� ≈ �q̄ =
�
∫ �w
0

�G�w�dw� where w solves G� �w� = �1− 1/��+.
Analogous to Theorems 1 and 2 for the many-server con-

figuration, we obtain the following O�1�-accuracy of the
fluid approximation in the single-server configuration as
well.

Theorem 4 (Accuracy of Fluid Approximations for

the Single-Server Configuration). Suppose that the
system is overloaded (� > 1); then,
1. If Assumption 1 holds, then the fluid approximation

for the expected queue length is O�1�-accurate. That is,
�ƐQ� − �q̄��C for � > 0 and some finite constant C > 0.
2. The fluid approximation for the net abandonment rate

is accurate up to o�1�. In particular, we have ��1−1/���
�� � ��1− 1/�� + C1e

−C2� for finite constants C1�C2 > 0.

We now turn to the capacity-sizing problem. The cost
structure is the same as that for the many-server configu-
ration, with the exception that we now denote the capacity
cost per unit rate of capacity by c̄. Denoting the steady-
state queue length and the net customer abandonment rate
as a function of the capacity � and arrival rate � by Q����
and �����, respectively, the optimization problem is

min
��0

������ 	= c̄� + p����� + hƐQ����
� (11)

Comparing this optimization problem with that for the
many-server configuration (4), we find the only differ-
ence is that in the many-server case the capacity cost was
incurred per server, whereas here it is incurred for each unit
of service rate. Thus, the analysis in §4 follows unaltered
if we replace the quantity c/� in that section (in (6)) with
the unit capacity rate c̄ for the single-server case. Based
on Theorem 4, we then obtain exactly same result as in
Theorem 3. For brevity, we do not reproduce the result.

6. Discussion
This paper studies the capacity-sizing problem in queue-
ing systems with Poisson arrivals, exponentially distributed
service times, and impatient customers with generally dis-
tributed time to abandon. We consider the problem of
selecting the number of servers in many-server systems and
the service rate in single-server systems. We propose fluid-
based capacity prescriptions (that are identical for both sys-
tems). Unlike models without abandonments, the systems
we study here are self-stabilizing, and hence the fluid-based
prescription is implementable without further refinements.
This prescription depends intricately on the entire customer
patience distribution (and not just on its mean). Further,
it does not always lead the system into a critically loaded
regime. We identify conditions on the hazard rate of the
patience distribution for which the fluid model prescribes
an overloaded regime. In such cases, we explicitly prove
that this prescription is O�1�-optimal, i.e., the optimality
gap of the prescription does not increase with system size.
This should be contrasted with the typical error of fluid
prescriptions that increases with system size.
We perform numerical studies for exponential, Pareto,

and hyperexponential patience distributions, and our results
demonstrate the O�1�-optimality for the Pareto and hyper-
exponential patience distributions. For the exponential
patience distribution, which always has a critically loaded
fluid prescription even though the prescription is not O�1�-
optimal, we obtain very good performance. This suggests
that even when the system is critically loaded, the fluid
prescription can provide a good approximation to the true
optimal.
Our results demonstrate that it may be economical for a

system to operate overloaded. This regime is conceptually
similar to the efficiency-driven regime in queueing systems
without abandonments, which is heavier than the conven-
tional square-root regime. In this spirit, the observations
in this paper are similar to those in Kumar and Randhawa
(2010), where the authors study queueing systems without
abandonments and demonstrate that for convex delay costs,
the system is “very heavily” loaded, with the system uti-
lization rapidly approaching one as the system size grows.
We would also like to point out that although we stud-

ied many-server and single-server configurations in this
paper, our analysis is equivalently applicable to a capac-
ity selection problem in which the number of servers is
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fixed up-front and the optimal service rate must be selected
to minimize system costs. This equivalence is a result of
the fact that at the fluid scale, the performance estimates
depend upon the total processing rate, rather than on the
division of capacity.
In this paper, we focus on the case of exponential inter-

arrival and service times. Based on recent work by Whitt
(2006), we expect the fluid-based capacity prescriptions to
remain unchanged even for generally distributed interar-
rival and service time. However, formally analyzing this
system and proving the O�1�-optimality is a subject for
future work. A related generalization possible is to use the
extremely accurate fluid approximations to solve capacity
sizing and routing problems in multiclass queueing sys-
tems with multiple server pools. Another avenue for future
work would be to incorporate delay announcements (as in
Armony et al. 2009) and study the implications for capacity
sizing.

Organization of the Appendix
Appendix A provides a summary of the exact expressions
for the expected steady-state queue length and net customer
abandonment rate. Then, Appendix B contains a general-
ization of Theorems 1 and 2, along with its proof. Finally,
Appendix C contains a proof of all the results presented in
the paper.

Appendix A: Exact Expressions for
Expected Queue Length and Waiting
Time in an M/M/n + G System
Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2005, Internet Supplement,
pp. 2–3) obtains the following exact expressions for the
expected steady-state queue length, offered wait, and over-
all abandonment rate in an M/M/n + G system:

ƐQ��n� = �2JH��

�� + �J�

(12)

���n� = �

(
1+ �� − n��J�

�� + �J�

)
� (13)

where defining H�x� = ∫ x

0
�G�y�dy, we have

���n� =
∫ �

0
e−t

(
1+ t

�

�

)n−1

dt (14)

J��n� =
∫ �

0
exp

(
�H�x� − n�x

)
dx (15)

JH���n� =
∫ �

0
H�x� exp

(
�H�x� − n�x

)
dx� (16)

Appendix B: Generalization of
Theorems 1 and 2 with Proof
We present a general version of Theorems 1 and 2 for a
sequence of systems in which the offered load may vary

with the arrival rate. In particular, consider a sequence of
M/M/n + G systems indexed by their arrival rate �. Let
�� denote the offered load in the system with arrival rate �,
i.e., �� = �/n��. Then, the following result holds:

Theorem 5. For a sequence of systems with offered
load ��, if �� → � > 1 as � → �, then for �w 	= �G−1�1/��:
1. If Assumption 1 holds at �w, then the fluid approxi-

mation to the steady-state expected queue length is O�1�-
accurate. In particular,

lim sup
�→�

∣∣∣∣ƐQ� − �
∫ �G−1�1/���

0

�G�w�dw

∣∣∣∣
�
√

g� �w�

(
3�g′� �w��
�g� �w�2

+ 1
2

)
�

2. The fluid approximation to the net rate of abandon-
ments is a lower bound, i.e.,

�� � ��1− 1/����

Further, the approximation is o�1�-accurate, and we have

limsup
�→�

log��� −��1−1/����

�
�−�H� �w�− �w/��<0� (17)

B.1. Proof of Theorem 5

We begin by defining the function L��x� 	= �H�x�−x/���.
Note that L′′

��x� = −g�x� � 0, and hence L� is a concave
function. Let �w� denote the maximizer of L�. Then, we
have L′

�� �w�� = 0, or �w� = �G−1�1/���. Further, noting that
L′′

�� �w� < 0, we obtain that �w� is the unique maximizer
of L. This property will be useful in proving our main
result. Also, note that Assumption 1 implies that �w� → �w =
�G−1�1/��. This implies that for sufficiently large �,

� �w� − �w�� � 	= �/2� (18)

where � is obtained from Assumption 1. Thus, using
Assumption 1, we obtain that g is strictly positive and con-
tinuously differentiable on  �w� − �� �w� + �� for all � suf-
ficiently large. For convenience, we will denote ���n��,
J��n��, and JH���n�� by ��, J�, and JH��, respectively.

Proof Roadmap. We first derive some asymptotic prop-
erties of ��, J�, and JH�� in Lemmas 1–3. Then we prove
that the expected steady-state queue length given in (12)
equals �JH��/J� +o�1� (this follows from Lemmas 1 and 2
below). Because both the terms JH�� and J� integrate an
exponential term that increases with �, the ratio is charac-
terized by the point that maximizes the exponent, which is
�w (see Lemma 2). Thus, using Lemma 3, which focuses
on a small neighborhood of �w to show that �JH��/J� =
�H� �w� + O�1�, part 1 of the result follows. Part 2 follows
by using the exact expression for the net rate of abandon-
ments in (13), and applying Lemma 1 and the fact that J�

increases exponentially fast in � (see (31) below).
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Lemma 1. We have �� � ��/��� − 1� and �� → �/�� − 1�
as � → �.

Proof of Lemma 1. We have(
1+ t

�

�

)n�−1

�

(
1+ t

�

�

)n�

� et/��� (19)

where we use the fact that �1 + y/x�x � ey for x� y � 0
(which follows from log�1+z�� z for z� 0) for the second
inequality. Multiplying both sides by e−t and integrating,
we obtain the bound �� � ��/��� − 1�. Further, noting that
�1 + t��/���n� → et/� as � → � and applying the dom-
inated convergence theorem, we obtain �� → �/�� − 1�.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. As � → �, we have

J�∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx

→ 1� (20)

· 1
J�

(∫ �w�−�

0
�H�x� − H� �w��� exp��L��x��dx

+
∫ �

�w�+�
�H�x� − H� �w��� exp��L��x��dx

)
→ 0� (21)

��

J�

→ 0� (22)

Proof of Lemma 2. We first prove (20). Using the Taylor
series expansion of L��x� around �w�, we can write L��x� =
L�� �w�� − g���x���x − �w��2/2, where ��x� lies between
x and �w�. Thus, we can write the denominator as

∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx

= exp��L�� �w���
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp�−�g���x���x − �w��2/2�dx�

(23)

Noting that g is continuous and thus bounded on  �w� − ��
�w� + ��, we obtain the bound

∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp�−�g���x���x − �w��2/2�dx

�

∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp�−�K1�x − �w��2/2�dx

=
√

2�

�K1

Erf��
√

�K1/2�� (24)

where K1 = supx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g�x� > 0 and Erf�x� =
2/

√
�
∫ x

0 e−t2dt is the standard error function. Using this
in (23), we obtain

liminf
�→�

√
�
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx�

√
2�

K1

� (25)

Turning to the numerator, note that we can write

exp�−�L�� �w���

(
J� −

∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx

)

=
∫ �w�−�

0
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

+
∫ �

�w�+�
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx� (26)

Next, using the unimodality of L��x�, we note that L��x�
is weakly increasing on 0� �w� − ��, and thus∫ �w�−�

0
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

� �w� exp���L�� �w� − �� − L�� �w����� (27)

Note that L�� �w� − �� − L�� �w�� = H� �w� − �� − H� �w�� +
�/��. Thus, noting that �� → � and �w� → �w as � → �, we
obtain L�� �w� −��−L�� �w�� → H� �w −��−H� �w�+�/� as
� → �. Further, noting that H�x� − x/� is maximized at
�w (because H ′� �w�−1/� = 0, H ′′�w�� 0 with H ′′� �w� < 0),
we obtain lim�→� L�� �w� − �� − L�� �w�� < 0. Hence, the
term on the right-hand side of (27) can be bounded above
by e−�� for some � > 0 and sufficiently large �, which
gives us

lim sup
�→�

√
�
∫ �w�−�

0
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx = 0� (28)

We also have∫ �

�w�+�
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

=
∫ max�2��/�� �w�+�


�w�+�
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

+
∫ �

max�2��/�� �w�+�

exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

�a�

� �2��/� − � �w� + ���+ exp���L�� �w� + �� − L�� �w����

+
∫ �

2��/�
exp�−�x/�2����dx

� �2��/� − � �w� + ���+ exp���L�� �w� + �� − L�� �w����

+ 2��/�e−�/��

where �a� follows by noting that L� is decreasing on
 �w� + ��max�2��/�� �w� + �
� and using L��x� = H�x� −
x/�� � 1/�−x/�� < −x/�2��� for x > 2��/�. Thus, argu-
ing as before, we obtain

lim sup
�→�

√
�
∫ �

�w�+�
exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx = 0� (29)

Thus, using (28) and (29) in (26), we obtain

lim
�→�

√
�exp�−�L�� �w���

(
J� −

∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx

)
=0�

(30)
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Combining the above with (25), we obtain

lim
�→�

J� − ∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp��L��x��dx

= 0�

which proves (20).
We now turn to (21). Using the fact that 0�H�x�� 1/�,

arguing as before, we obtain

lim sup
�→�

√
� exp�−�L�� �w���

·
(

JH�� −
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
H�x� exp��L��x��dx

)
= 0�

Multiplying (30) by H� �w�� and subtracting from the above,
we obtain the bound

lim sup
�→�

√
� exp�−�L�� �w���

·
(∫ �

0
�H�x� − H� �w��� exp��L��x��dx

−
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
�H�x� − H� �w��� exp��L��x��dx

)
= 0�

Thus, (21) follows by using (20) and (25).
Finally, we turn to (22). Using (25) and the definition

of J�, we have for sufficiently large �,

J� �

√
2�

K1�
exp��L�� �w����

Defining L�x� = H�x� − x/�, we have sup0�x�T �L��x� −
L�x�� → 0 as � → � for any T > 0. Thus, we have
L�� �w�� → L� �w�, where �w = �G−1�1/��. Noting that L is a
concave function with L�0� = 0 and L′�0� = 1− 1/� > 0,
and that L′� �w� = 0 so that �w is the unique maximizer of
L, we obtain that �w > 0, and further, L� �w� > 0. Thus,
using the fact that L� converges uniformly to L, we obtain
lim�→� L�� �w�� = L� �w� > 0. Hence, choosing any 0 < � <
L� �w�, we have

J� �

√
2�

K1�
exp���L� �w� − ��� (31)

for all � sufficiently large. The result then follows by noting
that �� → �/�� − 1� < � (cf. Lemma 1). Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. If Assumptions 1 holds, then

lim sup
�→�

∣∣∣∣�JH��

J�

− �H� �w��

∣∣∣∣�√
g� �w�

(
3�g′� �w��
�g� �w�2

+ 1
2

)
�

Proof of Lemma 3. Applying Lemma 2 and multiplying
the numerator and denominator by exp�−�L�� �w���, the
result follows if we prove

limsup
�→�

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
�
√

g� �w�

(
3�g′� �w��
�g� �w�2

+ 1
2

)
� (32)

Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have

liminf
�→�

√
�
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx�

√
2�

K1

� (33)

where K1 = supx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g�x� > 0.
Define �� = �−1/2+� for 0 < � < 1/6. Noting that for

large �, �� < �, we can write the numerator as∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
�

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�−��

�w�−�
��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�+��

��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣�
(34)

We now prove that the second term on the right-hand side
above is O�1/

√
��, whereas the other terms are o�1/

√
��.

Using the Taylor series expansion of L��x� around �w�,
we can write L��x� = L�� �w��−g���x���x− �w��2/2, where
��x� lies between x and �w�. Then, the first term on the
right-hand side of the above relation can be expressed as:∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�−��

�w�−�
��H�x� − H� �w��� exp

(
−�g���x��

�x − �w��2

2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
�a�

�

∫ �w�−��

�w�−�

�

�
exp

(
−�K2

�x − �w��2

2

)
dx

�

∫ �w�−��

−�
�

�
exp

(
−�K2

�x − �w��2

2

)
dx

�b�

�
1
�

√
2�

K2

√
� exp�−��2

�K2/2��

where K2 = infx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g�x� and �a� follows as g�x� �
K2 > 0 and x ∈  �w� − �� �w�� along with the fact �H�x� −
H� �w��� � 1/�, and �b� follows from the Chernoff bound
for the normal distribution. Thus, using �� = �−1/2+� for
0 < � < 1/6, we obtain

lim
�→�

√
�

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�−��

�w�−�
��H�x� − H� �w���

· exp�−��L��x� − L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣= 0� (35)

Similarly, for the third term on the right-hand side of
(34), we have:

lim
�→�

√
�

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�+��

��H�x� − H� �w���

· exp�−��L��x� − L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣= 0� (36)
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We next turn to the middle term on the right-hand side of
(34). It will be useful to note the Taylor series expansion
of L��x�:

L��x� = L�� �w�� − g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2
− g′���x��

�x − �w��3

6
�

(37)

where ��x� lies between x and �w�. Using this expansion,
the middle term on the right-hand side of (34) can be writ-
ten as∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��H�x� − H� �w��� exp���L��x� − L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��H�x� − H� �w��� exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2

− �g′���x��
�x − �w��3

6

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
�

1
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x − �w�� exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2

− �g′���x��
�x − �w��3

6

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
+ K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x − �w��2 exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2

− �g′���x��
�x − �w��3

6

)
dx� (38)

where we use the Taylor series expansion for H�x� around
H� �w�� to obtain H�x� = H� �w�� + H ′� �w���x − �w�� +
H ′′���x���x − �w��2/2, where ��x� lies between x and �w�.
We further use H ′� �w�� = �G� �w�� = 1/�� and �H ′′�x��/2 =
g�x�/2� supx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g�x�/2= K1/2�
We now consider the first term in the right-hand side

of (38).

1
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x− �w��exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

−�g′���x��
�x− �w��3

6

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
�a�

�
1
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x− �w��exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

−�M2�x− �w��3
)

dx

∣∣∣∣
�b�= 1

��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x− �w���1−�M2�x− �w��3e−�M2���x�− �w��3�

·exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
�c�

�
1
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x− �w��exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣

+ 2
��

�2�M2�e��M2��3�
∫ �w�+��

�w�

�x− �w��4

·exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

�d�= 3�M2�
��

√
2�

g� �w��5
e��M2��3� Erf�

√
g� �w��

√
���/

√
2�√

�
�

where ��x� lies between x and �w�, Erf�x� =
�2/

√
��

∫ x

0 e−t2dt is the standard error function,
the inequality �a� follows by defining M2 	=
infx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g

′�x�/6, which is finite because g′ is
continuous, which in turn implies that �g′�x�� < � for
x ∈  �w − �� �w + ��; �b� follows by applying Taylor’s
formula to exp�−�M2�x − �w��3� around �w�. The relation
�c� follows by noting that ���x� − �w�� � ��, and �d�
follows by integrating the terms and noting that the first
integral is zero.
Thus, taking the limit as � → � and using �� = �−1/2+�

for 0 < � < 1/6, we obtain

lim sup
�→�

√
�
1
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x − �w�� exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2

− �g′���x��
�x − �w��3

6

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
�

3�M2�
�

√
2�

g� �w�5
� (39)

We now turn to the second term on the right-hand side
of (38).

K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x− �w��2exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

−�g′���x��
�x− �w��3

6

)
dx

�a�

�
K1

2

∫ �w�

�w�−��

��x− �w��2exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

−�M3�x− �w��3
)

dx

+ K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�

��x− �w��2exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

−�M2�x− �w��3
)

dx

�b�= K1

2

∫ �w�

�w�−��

��x− �w��2�1−�M3�x− �w��3e−�M3���x�− �w��3�

·exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

+ K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�

��x− �w��2�1−�M2�x− �w��3e−�M2���x�− �w��3�

·exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx
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�c�

�K1

∫ �w�

�w�−��

��x− �w��2exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

+�2��M2�e��M2��3� +�M3�e��M3��3��
K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�

�x− �w��5

·exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x− �w��2

2

)
dx

�d�= K1

√
�

2�g� �w��3
Erf���

√
�g� �w��/2�+o�1/

√
���

where the inequality �a� follows by noting that
M2 = infx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g

′�x�/6 and defining M3 	=
supx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g

′�x�/6. Note that because g′ is continu-
ous, we have �g′�x�� < � for x ∈  �w − �� �w + ��. The
relation �b� follows by applying Taylor’s formula to
exp�−�M2�x− �w��3� and exp�−�M3�x− �w��3� around �w�,
�c� follows by noting that ���x� − �w�� � �� and using the
symmetry of the terms, and �d� follows by integrating the
terms and noting that the second integral is o�1/

√
�� for

�� = �−1/2+� for 0 < � < 1/6. Thus, taking the limit as
� → �, we obtain

lim sup
�→�

√
�

K1

2

∫ �w�+��

�w�−��

��x − �w��2 exp
(

−�g� �w��
�x − �w��2

2

− �g′���x��
�x − �w��3

6

)
dx

�K1

√
�

2g� �w�3
� (40)

Thus, combining (39) and (40) in (38), and using (33),
we obtain

limsup
�→�

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
�K1

(
3�M2�

�

√
1

g� �w�5
+ K1

2

√
1

g� �w�3

)
�

where K1 = supx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g�x� and M2 =
infx∈ �w−�� �w+�� g

′�x�/6. Noting that g is continuously
differentiable on  �w − �� �w + ��, and that we can choose
� arbitrarily small, we obtain:

limsup
��

∣∣∣∣
∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
��H�x�−H� �w���exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx∫ �w�+�

�w�−�
exp���L��x�−L�� �w����dx

∣∣∣∣
� lim inf

�0
K1

(
3�M2�

�

√
1

g� �w�5
+ K1

2

√
1

g� �w�3

)

=
(
3�g′� �w��

�

√
1

g� �w�3
+ 1

2

√
g� �w�

)
�

which completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 5. We first prove part 1. We have

�ƐQ� − �q̄� =
∣∣∣∣ �2JH��

�� + �J�

− �H� �w��

∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣�2JH�� − �H� �w���� − �2J�H� �w��

�� + �J�

∣∣∣∣
�

∣∣∣∣�JH�� − �J�H� �w��

J��1+��/��J���

∣∣∣∣
+ H� �w��

��

J��1+��/��J���
� (41)

Applying Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain

lim sup
�→�

�ƐQ� − �q̄�� lim sup
�→�

∣∣∣∣�JH��

J�

− �H� �w��

∣∣∣∣
�
√

g� �w�

(
3�g′� �w��
�g� �w�2

+ 1
2

)
�

This completes the proof of part 1.
Turning to part 2, using the exact expression for the net

rate of abandonments (13), we obtain

�� − ��1− 1/��� = �
1+ ��1− 1/���J�

�� + �J�

− ��1− 1/���

= 1−���1− 1/���

J� +��/�
� (42)

Lemma 1 proves that �� � ��/��� −1�, which implies that
1−���1− 1/��� � 0. Thus, we obtain �� � ��1− 1/���.
Taking logarithms on both sides of (42), dividing by �,
taking the limit as � → �, and using (31), we obtain

lim sup
�→�

log��� − ��1− 1/����

�
�−�L� �w� − ��

for all 0 < � < L� �w�, and the result follows. Q.E.D.

Appendix C: Proof of Results
C.1. Proof of Theorems

Theorems 1 and 2 follow from the more general Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 3. Consider any sequence of capacity
levels �n�
. If the corresponding offered loads ���
 sat-
isfy �� → � > 1 as � → �, then applying Theorem 5, for
� sufficiently large, we obtain

����n�� − �	�� �w����K� (43)

where K > 0 is a constant, and �w� = �G−1�1/���. Com-
bining this with �w� → �w as � → � and the continuity of
	�� · �, we obtain

lim
�→�

���n��

�	�� �w�
= 1� (44)
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In the case that �� → 1, noting the fact that the expected
steady-state queue length and net rate of abandonment are
both nonnegative, we obtain the lower bound

���n��� cn��

Noting that n�/� → 1/� as � → � and 	��0� = c/�, we
have

lim inf
�→�

���n��

�	��0�
� 1� (45)

Further, by the optimality of w�, we have 	��w�� 	��w��
for all w � 0. Using this fact along with (44) and (45), we
obtain

lim inf
�→�

���n��

�	��w��
� 1�

Turning to the prescription, we have

lim
�→�

���n�
��

�	��w��
= 1�

which follows from Theorem 5 for the case w� > 0, and
from Theorem 4.1 in Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2005) for
the case w� = 0. Thus, we have ��

�/���n�
�� → 1 as � → �.

For the case n�
� < �/�, applying Theorem 5, we fur-

ther have ���n�
�� − �	��w�� � K1 for a constant K1 � 0.

Let �n
opt
� 
 denote the sequence of capacity levels that mini-

mize the actual cost, i.e., solve (4). Then, the corresponding
offered loads ��

opt
� 
 must satisfy �

opt
� → �� = 1/ �G�w��, and

thus, applying Theorem 5, we obtain

�	��w
opt
� � − ���n

opt
� ��K2�

where w
opt
� = �G−1�1/�

opt
� � and K2 � 0 is a constant. Thus,

we have

0����n�
�� − ���n

opt
� �� ��	��w�� − 	��w

opt
� ��

+ �K1 + K2� (46)

� �K1 + K2�� (47)

because w� minimizes 	�, and the O�1�-optimality follows.
Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4. This proof follows exactly as the
proof of Theorem 5, with the only exception being that we
obtain �� = 1 (using n = 1 in (14)). We omit the details.
Q.E.D.

C.2. Proof of Propositions

Proof of Proposition 2. In this case, the expected queue
length can be computed exactly by using formula (12). The
error in the fluid approximation can then be shown to be
o�1�. Alternatively, note that in an M/M/n + M queueing

system the expected queue length times the rate of indi-
vidual customer abandonment equals the net rate at which
customers abandon. That is, denoting the mean time to
abandon by 1/�, we have

�� = �ƐQ��

for any capacity level (see, for instance, Garnett et al.
2002). Combining this with Theorem 2, the result immedi-
ately follows. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. The expected steady-state queue
length is given by (12). As � = 2, using (2), we obtain
�w = 1/2. The expected steady-state queue length ƐQ� =
�2JH��/��� + �J��, and the corresponding fluid limit is
�H� �w�. Thus, we can write the approximation error as

ƐQ� − �H� �w� = �2�JH�� − H� �w�J�� − ���H� �w�

�� + �J�

�

We multiply both the numerator and denominator by
e−�L� �w�, where L�x� = H�x� − x/�, to obtain

ƐQ� − �H� �w�

= �2�JH�� − H� �w�J��e−�L� �w� − ���H� �w�e−�L� �w�

��e−�L� �w� + �J�e−�L� �w�
� (48)

The first term in the numerator is given by

�2�JH�� − H� �w�J��e−�L� �w�

=
∫ �

0
�2 �H�x� − H � �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

=
∫ �w

0
�2 �H�x� − H � �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

+
∫ 1

�w
�2 �H�x� − H � �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

+
∫ �

1
�2 �H�x� − H � �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx�

Next we note that for x ∈  �w�1�,

C1�x − �w��H�x� − H� �w��C2�x − �w�� (49)

where C1�C2 > 0 are finite constants independent of �.
This relation holds because H is a concave nondecreasing
function, and thus H�x��H� �w� + �G� �w��x − �w�, and also

H�x��
�x − �w�

�1− �w�
H�1� + �1− x�

�1− �w�
H� �w�

= H� �w� + H�1� − H� �w�

1− �w �x − �w��

Thus, we obtain

�2�JH�� − H� �w�J��e−�L� �w�

�

∫ �w

0
�2�H�x� − H� �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx
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+
∫ 1

�w
�2C2�x − �w� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

+
∫ �

1
�2�H�x� − H� �w�� exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

=
[
1
4

(
3e−�/8� − 2� − √

2��Erf
( √

�

2
√
2

))]

+
[

C2

4
1

2+ m
��8+ 4m�2/�2+m��2�m+1�/�m+2�

· ���2/�2+ m�� − ��2/�2+ m���/�8+ 4m����

]

+
[
1
2

�1+ m�� exp�−�/�8+ 4m��

2+ m

]

�C3�
2�m+1�/�m+2��

where Erf�x� = 2/
√

�
∫ x

0 e−t2dt is the standard error func-
tion, ��x� and ��x� y� denote the complete and incom-
plete Gamma functions, respectively, and C3 > 0 is a finite
constant. The last inequality follows because the other
nonnegative terms are exponentially decreasing in � and
2�m + 1�/�m + 2� > 1 for m > 0.

For the lower bound, we repeat the argument using
the lower bound in (49) to obtain e−�L� �w��2�JH�� −
H� �w�J�� = ���2�m+1�/�m+2��. Further, for the second
term in the numerator of (48), we note that as
L� �w� > 0 and �� � �/�� − 1� = 2 (cf. Lemma 1), we have
e−�L� �w����H� �w� = o�1�.
The denominator of (48) can be expressed as follows

e−�L� �w��� + �
∫ �

0
exp���L�x� − L� �w���dx

= e−�L� �w��� +
[√

�

√
�

2
Erf

( √
�

2
√
2

)

+ ��m+1�/�m+2�2−m/�2+m��2+ m�1/�2+m��

(
1+ 1

2+ m

)]

= ����m+1�/�m+2���

Combining the bounds for the numerator and denomi-
nator of (48), we obtain ƐQ� − �H� �w� = ����m+1�/�m+2��.
This completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. Because 	� is strictly quasi-
convex for decreasing hazard rate patience distributions, w�

is the unique minimizer of (8). The result then follows by
applying Theorem 3 (part 2). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5. Observe that if conditions �a�
or �b� hold, we cannot have an interior solution to (8),
and thus we must have w� = 0 or w� = �. This follows
because if the patience distribution has an increasing hazard
rate, then 	� is quasi-concave, and if c/� < p, then the
first-order optimality condition (10) cannot hold because
the hazard rate is always nonnegative. For c/� < p + h/�,

we have

	��0� = c/� < p + h/� = 	�����

and thus w� = 0 is the optimal solution to (8). The result
then follows by applying Theorem 3 (part 1). Q.E.D.

Endnotes
1. See Appendix B for a general version in which the
offered load varies with the arrival rate.
2. Note that the exponential distribution has a constant haz-
ard rate, whereas the other two distributions have decreas-
ing hazard rates. This property will be used in the numerical
experiments in §4.
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